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Intro uction

The nation's top trial lawyers have banded together. These are the lawyers who know their way around
the courthouses better than anyone. In some cases have previously represented these very same banks
and are uniquely qualified to leverage positive results for our plaintiffs.

Consolidated Litigation Group Cases

Already, these lawyers have filed numerous consolidated plaintiff litigation cases that remain pending

against Bank of America (Countrywide) and additional litigation against JP Morgan Chase/Washington

Mutual, One West/Indymac, GMAC, Wells Fargo/Wachovia and Citibank which have all defrauded
hundreds of thousands of Homeowners. These lawyers have invoked laws and procedures the banks

were previously unaware of and banks are getting beat at their own game because of it.

The public has now become aware that banks have been forced to admit that they have been

defrauding the government and American People in foreclosing on mortgages nationwide.

These cases are now proceeding in the trial court and the consolidated plaintiff litigation lawsuits are

expanding across the nation. It may be that the banks are unable to show they own any of their

promissory notes or that the banks have made other errors that will cause other penalties to be levied

against them.

YOU truly have legal cause against your lender and with Consolidated Litigation Group

you can join thousands of Americans who are fighting back!!!!
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LITIGATION CASE CRITERIA
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MERS

Over 62 million mortgages are now held in the name of MERS, an electronic recording system devised by and
for the convenience of the mortgage industry. A California bankruptcy court, following landmark cases in
other jurisdictions, recently held that this electronic shortcut makes it impossible for banks to establish their
ownership of property titles — and therefore to foreclose on mortgaged properties. The logical result could be
62 million homes that are foreclosure-proof.

Mortgages bundled into securities were a favorite investment of speculators at the height of the financial
bubble leading up to the crash of 2008. The securities changed hands frequently, and the companies profiting
from mortgage payments were often not the same parties that negotiated the loans. At the heart of this

disconnect was the Mortgage Electronic Registration System, or MERS, a company that serves as the
mortgagee of record for lenders, allowing properties to change hands without the necessity of recording each
tra nsfer.

MERS was convenient for the mortgage industry, but courts are now questioning the impact of all of this
financial juggling when it comes to mortgage ownership. To foreclose on real property, the plaintiff must be
able to establish the chain of title entitling it to relief. But MERS has acknowledged, and recent cases have

held, that MERS is a mere "nominee" — an entity appointed by the true owner simply for the purpose of
holding property in order to facilitate transactions. Recent court opinions stress that this defect is not just a
procedural but is a substantive failure, one that is fatal to the plaintiff's legal ability to foreclose.

That means hordes of victims of predatory lending could end up owning their homes free and clear — while
the financial industry could end up skewered on its own sword.
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Proof of Note Security

When Wall Street banks securitized, packaged, sold, and resold our

mortgages, they created a system where it is often impossible to

figure out who actually owns mortgage notes and therefore has the

authority to foreclose on properties. But the big banks are getting

tangled up in their own web. Recent events have exposed a handful

of banks that are throwing families out of their homes even though

they don't have the mortgage note that proves they actually have a

legal right to do so. There have been instances of two banks trying

to foreclose on the same home, and in at least one case, of a bank

trying to foreclose on a house where the homeowner had never

even taken out a mortgage with anyone in the first place.
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Proof of Funds (Patriot Act Violation}

Not only do banks have to prove the documentation of the original

note they must show proof of the actual funding on each specific

note transaction. Banks have attempted in court to provide

evidence of a securitization pool as proof of funds but courts have

ruled this as inadequate evidence. The two major challenges this

causes is:

• The sheer impossibility of banks being able to unwind mortgage

pools down to individual investors tied to individual property

• Banks unwillingness to disclose the participating entities within

the investment pools.
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POTENTIAL CASE OUTCOMES
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Potential Case Outcomes

Like Consolidated Litigation Group Loss Mitigation process, Counsel

cannot and will not provide a guarantee of any specific outcome.

Litigation is a calculated decision based on various case and legal

precedence. We feel the preceding cases carry extreme merit that

may carry the following potential outcomes:

• Pre Trial Settlement

• Amnesty Program

• Full Lien Strip
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Pre-trial settlement:

As each client joins the consolidated plaintiff litigation case the

lender will receive a pre-trial settlement offer per the following

terms (note we are not negotiating; we are using legal document

demands).

• Principal loan balance reduced to 80/o of current market value.

• Interest rate reduced to 2% fixed for life of loan.
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Amnesty Program:

Counsel will be working with legislation to create a potential

amnesty program. The results may likely be a universal

modification approach. If successful, this process will indemnify

the lending institutions from multi trillion dollar litigation while

providing homeowners universal term reductions. Counsel

anticipates our clients "having a seat at the table" will be offered

increased settlement options.
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Full Lien Stri:

This is the desired and intentional outcome of each of the

Consolidated Plaintiff Litigation suits.

Counsel has stated they are seeking a complete dismissal of the lien

and punitive damages of up to $75,000 per plaintiff.
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PROCESS
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Litigation of this size is a very complex and time consuming process.

The following is a VERY brief outline of the litigation process:

• Attorney Retainer Agreement Executed

• Attorney consultation and enrollment into case

Client officially becomes a listed plaintiff (30-90 days)

• Demand letter sent to defendant

Seek foreclosure injunction / moratorium

Discovery (gathering of evidence; depositions g interrogatories, etc)

Settlement Hearings/Discussions/Negotiations

Case Resolution
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Closing & Contact In ormation

Consolidated
libgation Group

Thank you for taking some time to learn more about your

rights as an American homeowner. Lenders and banks

have been given billions of dollars to help resolve an

Litigation Advisor epidemic housing challenge. Yet very little of those funds

have truly resulted in homeowners balances reduced and

interest rates lowered to provide the much needed relief

these funds were intended to support. Recent case

precedent as well as many news sources point to an even

larger problem that of bank fraud.

NOW IS THE TIME TO FIGHT BACKiii

If you would like more information regarding how to join

The Consolidated Plaintiff Litigation please contact your

litigation advisor.

We look forward to serving you during this challenging

time.

Consolidated Litigation Group
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